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        Acharya
	ABOUT ME
	WORK EXPERIENCE
	Frontend Developer Intern - ReactJS
	Full-Stack Developer Intern - NextJS and ExpressJS
	Frontend Developer - NextJS

	EDUCATION AND TRAINING
	+2 in Science
	BSc. IT (Hons)

	LANGUAGE SKILLS
	English

	DIGITAL SKILLS
	PROJECTS
	E-Commerce Website
	Trekking Agency Website
	Appointment system
	Learning Management System
	CV Maker Backend
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         <p>Hello, I'm Aakash Acharya, a seasoned full-stack developer specializing in the MERN stack. With a wealth of experience in the field, I adeptly leverage technologies such as Next.js, Tailwind CSS, and TypeScript to craft robust solutions. My passion lies in creating efficient and scalable applications, utilizing my proficiency in both front-end and back-end development. With a keen eye for detail and a dedication to staying abreast of industry trends, I consistently deliver high-quality code that meets and exceeds client expectations. Let's innovate together and build the future of web development.</p>
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                             np
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                     Frontend Developer Intern - ReactJS
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                             2023-05-30
                        
                         false
                    
                     <ol><li data-list="bullet"><span class="ql-ui"></span>Enhanced application usability by collaborating with a crossfunctional team to implement intuitive UI/UX enhancements using React and Next.js.</li><li data-list="bullet"><span class="ql-ui"></span>Spearheaded seamless integration of REST APIs into frontend components.</li><li data-list="bullet"><span class="ql-ui"></span>Utilized Tailwind CSS to develop responsive user interfaces, resulting in a consistent and visually appealing experience across various devices and screen sizes.</li><li data-list="bullet"><span class="ql-ui"></span>Collaborated with senior developers on feature development using active code reviews and testing methodologies, contributing to the successful rollout of three major features within tight deadlines</li></ol>
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                 Aarambha IT Research Center Pvt. Ltd.
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                     Full-Stack Developer Intern - NextJS and ExpressJS
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                         false
                    
                     <ol><li data-list="bullet"><span class="ql-ui"></span><span style="background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255); color: rgb(64, 64, 64);">Enhanced application usability by collaborating with a cross-functional team to implement intuitive UI/UX enhancements using Next.js.</span></li><li data-list="bullet"><span class="ql-ui"></span><span style="background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255); color: rgb(64, 64, 64);">Integrating REST APIs into frontend components.</span></li><li data-list="bullet"><span class="ql-ui"></span><span style="background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255); color: rgb(64, 64, 64);">Created rest api in express for cv maker application.</span></li><li data-list="bullet"><span class="ql-ui"></span>Developed and deployed CMS applications written in TypeScript and react.</li></ol><p><br></p>
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                     <ol><li data-list="bullet"><span class="ql-ui"></span>Collaborated with backend engineers to develop highly scalable apps.</li><li data-list="bullet"><span class="ql-ui"></span>Integrated API to the frontend application.</li></ol>
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                 E-Commerce Website
                 <p>Technologies used: ReactJS, NextJS v13, Typescript, Express, MongoDB, Mongoose ODM, React Query.</p><p>Singlehandedly worked on creating a seamless functional website with CMS and Products Webpage.</p>
            
             
                 Trekking Agency Website
                 <p>Technologies used: NextJS v14, Typescript</p><p>Created frontend for the website and integrated REST API.</p>
                 https://polartreks.com
            
             
                 Appointment system
                 <p>Technologies used: NextJS 13, Typescript</p><p>Created frontend for the application where a business owner can create their own subdomain in order to sell their services. The application consists of client view and admin view with multiple role and permission based access to contents on the admin side.</p>
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                     true
                
                 <p>Technologies used: NextJS 14, Typescript, ExpressJS, PostgreSQL, Prisma</p><p>Created a learning management system such similar to Udemy in features that allows instructors to upload courses and their respective contents such as videos, quizzes, notes and so on. Integrated local payment gateway such as Khalti for transactions while keeping variables such as discount, coupons into account.</p>
            
             
                 CV Maker Backend
                 <p>Technologies used: ExpressJS, Typescript, MongoDB, Prisma</p><p>Created basic restful CRUD API for managing data of users for CV Maker application. In addition to that generate PDFs for given data on the ExpressJS framework.</p>
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